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developments (for more information visit
the website al www.la-baraquette.com).
Back al Château de La Redorte, however,
winter guests are whisked away to discover
first-hand how the mighty truffle is grown
and harvested.
At Le Mas d'Antonin, on an estate planted
with olives groves and oak trees, Elena An
ton-Marty welcomes visitors to join her in
the thrilling hunt for the black truffle. Locat
ed in the Aude, 150 kilometres east of Tou
louse but only a 25 minute drive from Châ
teau de La Redorte, the estate offers the
perfect opportunity to discover the meth
ods involved in the rather unusual harvest
of this sought alter delicacy. Elena returned
to tend to the lands of her great grandfather
Antonin but subsequently developed them
into an agricultural estate which draws in
those fascinated by the mysteries of the ter
roir in this part of France. Il is her passion for
the truffle that resulted in her purchasing of
extra land and planting in the soil of Arge
liers the mycorhized oak trees with which
the black truffle forms ils symbiotic relation
ship. Elena now takes guest out into these
fields alongside Sammy, her truffle dog, in
search of the famous black diamond.

T he diamonds of the day are then collected
and prepared for an unbeatable culinary
education. The humbly harvested truffle
is scrubbed clean revealing an ingredi
ent of extraordinary aroma and flavour. At
the nearby estate of Seigneurie de Peyrat,
home of Miguel and his wife Cécile, Ele
na produces truffle toast, truffle enriched
scrambled eggs and cheese crowned with
glorious slices of the intricately patterned
truffe noir Ail washed down with red, white
and rosé wine from the estate's vineyard.
The region, known for Merlo!, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Syrah and Grenache grape
varieties, produces wines that complement
the truffle flaveur perfectly. The cookery
course takes place in the scullery in the
delightful and knowledgable company of
Cécile. There is no need for pomp and cer

has had to train Sammy to sniff out the elu
sive Tuber melanosporum but he is less like

emony here; the setting is simple and the
atmosphere mellow allowing the truffle to
take centre stage. However, relocating to

ly to eat il once found !han the traditionally
used, but hard to control, truffle pig. Sammy

the formai dining room to enjoy the eggs
and stuffed brie, enables the architectur

is released amongst the mighty oaks and

al grandeur of Seigneurie de Peyrat to be
fully appreciated Once sated by the truffe
extravaganza, there is only one legitimate

Dogs are not natural truffle huniers; Elena

sniffs around until his sensitive nose picks
up the scent of truffle. Elena pulls him back,
allowing the guest huniers to finish the ex
cavation and hopefully reward patience
with a gastronomie prize. Digging into the
soil reveals a round, firm and knobbly truf
fle which Elena will examine for quality and
ripeness. The rich earthy aroma of the truf
fle is unmistakable and truly unforgettable
for those experiencing il for the first lime.

conclusion; experiences don't corne better
lasting !han this.
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